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• The Fund aims at long-term capital growth by investing in onshore and offshore People’s Republic of China (“PRC”), Hong Kong and Macau equity markets, 
while achieving an outperformance (i.e. achieve a higher Environment, Social and Governance (“ESG”) score) of the Fund’s weighted average ESG score 
compared to weighted average ESG score of Fund’s benchmark index by the adoption of the ESG Score Strategy. The Fund does not constitute as an ESG fund 
pursuant to the SFC’s circular issued on 29 June 2021.  

• The Fund is exposed to significant risks of investment/general market, country and region, emerging market, company-specific, currency (such as exchange 
controls, in particular RMB), and the adverse impact on RMB share classes due to currency depreciation.  

• The Fund may invest in the China A-Shares market directly via the Stock Connect or other foreign access regimes and/or other permitted means and/or 
indirectly through all eligible instruments and thus is subject to the associated risks (including quota limitation, change in rule and regulations, repatriation of the 
Fund’s monies, trade restrictions, China market volatility and uncertainty, potential clearing and/or settlement difficulties, change in economic, social and 
political policy in PRC and Mainland China tax risks). 

• The Fund is exposed to risks relating to ESG Score Strategy investment (such as foregoing opportunities to buy certain securities when it might otherwise be 
advantageous to do so,  selling securities when it might be disadvantageous to do so, and/or reducing risk diversifications compared to broadly based funds) 
which may result in the Fund being more volatile and have adverse impact on the performance of the Fund and consequently adversely affect an investor’s 
investment in the Fund. 

• The Fund may invest in financial derivative instruments ("FDI") which may expose to higher leverage, counterparty, liquidity, valuation, volatility, market and over 
the counter transaction risks.  The Fund’s net derivative exposure may be up to 50% of the Fund’s net asset value. 

• This investment may involve risks that could result in loss of part or entire amount of investors’ investment. 
• In making investment decisions, investors should not rely solely on this material. 
Note: Dividend payments may, at the sole discretion of the Investment Manager, be made out of the Fund’s capital or effectively out of the Fund’s capital which 
represents a return or withdrawal of part of the amount investors originally invested and/or capital gains attributable to the original investment. This may result in 
an immediate decrease in the NAV per share and the capital of the Fund available for investment in the future and capital growth may be reduced, in particular 
for hedged share classes for which the distribution amount and NAV of any hedged share classes (HSC) may be adversely affected by differences in the interests 
rates of the reference currency of the HSC and the base currency of the Fund. 

 

What Happened in May  
 
The Fund lagged the benchmark in May. Stock selection in the information technology sector was the key detractor with a 

number of tech stocks giving back some of their recent gains in the rotational market. 

 

As an example, a top detractor was a company who makes optical transceivers that allow high levels of data to be 

transmitted quickly across a network. These play an important role in areas such as the development of artificial 

intelligence (AI) applications, especially in data centers where high-speed data transmission is required. The stock had 

previously performed well following a good set of results. We view this month’s pull-back as some profit taking and expect 

the company to benefit over the longer term from rising AI-driven demand. 

 

Conversely, a top contributor was an e-commerce business focused on low price items.  The stock rallied following positive 

results from its online marketplace platform, which demonstrates how the company benefits as consumers trade down in 
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the depressed economic environment. The quarterly results also prompted a number of upgrades from sell side research 

analysts. 

 

Outlook and Strategy 

May was generally a month of consolidation for China equities after the previous good run post Chinese New Year. 

Onshore equities traded in a narrow range while offshore markets continued their period of outperformance.  

 

To some extent, the outperformance of offshore equities reflects a degree of catch-up after lagging previously. However, 

several other fundamental and technical factors are also at play. Recent quarterly results for internet companies - big 

constituents in offshore indices – were above expectations and included significant share buyback announcements. 

 

Another catalyst was a report that mainland China retail investors would be exempted from paying the 20% dividend tax 

on Hong Kong stocks bought through Stock Connect. No details have been confirmed but the report prompted a 

significant rally in higher-yielding offshore stocks. 

 

While we don’t have a strong view on the relative allocation of onshore vs offshore at this stage, nonetheless for China 

equities overall we continue to be encouraged by recent news flow and policy initiatives. 

 

The most important development, in our view, has been the way Chinese policymakers have significantly stepped up their 

efforts to help stabilise the property sector, with measures to address both the lack of demand and excess supply.  

 

Down-payment ratios have been reduced to 15% for first-time buyers and 25% for second home buyers. The nationwide 

floor to mortgage rates will be removed. And for cities with higher levels of housing inventory, local governments can now 

purchase part of the unsold homes and convert them into public housing. In combination, we view these measures as 

representing the biggest nationwide property easing since the property turmoil started close to three years ago. 

 

And while the RMB 300 billion (approx. USD 42 billion) quota provided by the China central bank for local governments 

to purchase existing housing inventory makes a somewhat modest dent in the overall oversupply situation, nonetheless 

the government has sent a strong message about its intentions to put a floor under the property market.  

 

With the more encouraging news on the housing market, we added selectively to stocks which should benefit from a 

recovery in the real estate sector. The portfolio continues to have relatively close to benchmark sector allocations. The 

largest sector overweight is industrials, while the largest underweight is financials. 
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Source: Bloomberg, Allianz Global Investors, as of 31 May 2024 unless otherwise stated. 

Information herein is based on sources we believe to be accurate and reliable as at the date it was made. We reserve the right to revise any information 
herein at any time without notice. No offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities and no investment advice or recommendation is made herein. In making 
investment decisions, investors should not rely solely on this material but should seek independent professional advice. 

Investment involves risks, in particular, risks associated with investment in emerging and less developed markets. Past performance is not indicative of 
future performance. Investors should read the offering documents for further details, including the risk factors, before investing. This material and website 
have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. Issued by Allianz Global Investors Asia Pacific Limited. 

Allianz Global Investors Asia Pacific Limited (32/F, Two Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Admiralty, Hong Kong) is the Hong Kong Representative and is 
regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (54/F, One Island East, 18 Westlands Road, Quarry Bay, Hong Kong).  
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